GENERAL ATNIOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

ORGONE ENERGY AND WEATHER

By CHARLES R. KELLEY.

[Editor's Note: J Once a new realnt of nature lias been disclosed,
the corresponding quest for understanding the strange facts must
be given utter freedom of inovement. In other words, Basic Natural Scientific Researeh niust be completely free, uninspected
arai unniolested by established knowledge. h must be free to
inalce its own inevitabk mi.stakes; it must ais° be skilled enougli
to correct thent sooner or later.
It is ira Chis sense only that CORE brings to its readers the
following papo nn the relationship hetween OR energy and
weather. Its meras are based on safe experimental evidente
obtained with the "Cloudbuster" and published in CORE VI1954. Where disagreement appears, ft is chie to the still highly
theoretical concept of "Galactic OR Streanis" (see
Cosmic Superimposition). However, it seerns certain that the
astrophysical realm of inquiry, opened by the Oranur Experiment, already is bearing fruas in the forni of coherent hypotheses, worthy of consideration and debate.
The ineteorologist has traditionally. studied the distribution of a
number of measurable functions in the atmosphere. Chief among these
are temperature, pressure, humidity, and winds. From these and filei'
derivatives he attempts to grasp the course of processes responsible for
the weather, and makes his predictions. The discoveries of Wilhelm
Reich make it clear that these quantities the weatherman studies are
the consequentes of more fundamental kinds of natural events. These
• Assistant Professor of Psychology, North Carolina State Coliege. Formerly
foreeaster, U. S. Army Air Force.
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more fundamental events are the functions governing the behavior of
orgone energy (on) in the atmosphere.
Temperature, pressure, humidity, and winds are correctly understotxf only as secondary weather functions. They arise because of, or
in consequence of, primary on functions. They are valuable in describing weather, but never in themselves explain it. In order to explain weather, we must relate what we observe in the atmosphere with
primordial energy. When this is done, primary and secondary functions fit isto an orderly sequente, from creation and growth to decay
ínid entropy.
Since a large body of knowledge has developed with respect to
the secondary weather functions, a major task now is to integrate this
knowledge with the primary functions discovered and studied by Reich.
This article is a preliminary effort in this direction. The deductions
which follow are tentative, and will require further observation to be
comi firmed.
General Atmospheric Circulation
The general circulation of the earth's atmosphere is from west to
east. The entire global circulation aloft, the general movement of air
alasses and low pressure systems, as well as prevailing surface winds in
middle latitudes, show this to be the case. This is in contradiction to expectation in mechanistic terms, for frictional forces should decelerate the
atmosphere slightly with respect to the earth, giving a general east to
west circulation. However, the general circulation from west to east is
understandable as a consequence of the flow of the on envelope of the
earth. which is from west to east. Reich has pointed out repeatedly
that the on envelope rotates slightly faster than does the earth itself,
zuni tenda to move the atmosphere with it.
This explanation of atmospheric circulation assumes that the flow
of air develops as a consequence of the flow of OR. This fact is confinned later in considering surface winds. pressure systems, and superiinposition. The underlying physical fact is that moving
accelerates
mass.
To be explained are the prevailing easterly surface winds in polar
and tropical regions. These winds, among the most consistent on the
glote, unquestionably have a lawful relation to orgone energy flow,
though the relation is not yet clear. The opposed direction of surface
winds to winds aloft in these regions leads to the speculation that two
wparate orgone streams may be involved,
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Well substantiated observations by Reich show that, on occasion,
orgone energy flows opposite to the direction of the winds. There is a
lag between establishment of an ora flow and the corresponding wind
flow, or mechanical forces may oppose the direction of the on flow, This
is not the usual case, however. Winds usually develop in accord with
the movement of orgone energy.
Energy Metabolism
Within the earth's atmosphere orgone energy is constnntly moving.
The initial movement derives from the cosmic OR streams to which this
planet owes its existente. Within the frarnework of the flow of these
great streams, the orgone operates on many different scales, from suhmicroscopic to planetary in scope.
In its constant motion, orgone energy obeys functional laws which
Reich had begun to introduce 20 years ago. OR flows from low
toward high: Orgonomic Potential. It therefore tends to converge cn a
center of highest charge which becomes the nucleus of an orgonotic
system. Such systems are the units of ali creative activity. As the
system absorbs OR, its circulation develops. An energy metabolism forms,
involving the influi of OR and the outpouring of heat or mechanical
energy. The system absorbs on energy within limits of its capacit)
levei. At or before it reaches this levei, mechanical energy is lost as
fast as orgone energy is absorbed, and the system can grow no longer.
Soou the outflow of energy exceeds the influx, and the system declines.
This sequente of events is true in ali creative activity, large scale
or small. lis operation in the atmosphere is responsible for the most
significant chauges in secondary weather functions.
High Pressure Weather
Clear high-pressure weather is characteristic of amas of low argonotic potential. ft is characterized by subsidence of air aloft, falline
humidity aloft, and light winds, as well as high pressure. Heat is lost
into space faster than it is developed by orgonotic action in this region
of low orgonotic potential. The cooling air subsides, and is replacecl
aloft. The cooling air brings rising pressure. Moisture flows away tuward higher orgonotic potentiais.
The flow of moisture is a basic feature of orgonotic functioning.
Moisture is attracted toward high orgonotic potential, perhaps as a consequence of the orgonotic charge moisture droplets carry.
By a process not yet comprehended, orgone energy flowing from
lower to higher potential seems always to be deflected to the right in
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the Northem Hemisphere, to the left in the Southeru. It will be
suggested later that this is a consequente of the superimposition function. The deflection results in a general circulation that is clockwise
around areas of low charge (high pressure) and counterclockwise
around areas of high charge (low pressure) in this hemisphere.
The greater motility of free energy as compared with the gaseous
atmosphere may result in a considerable lag ia the relation of energy
distribution and pressure. In general, several days at least are re(paire(' to build up a strong high pressure arca, though the energy movement responsible for developing the high pressure arca may have been
essentially complete in a fraction of this time. It is in general trile that
an influx of OR into an atmospheric region precedes a decline in pressure, while a loss of oa precedes a rise. These facts will prove of crucial
importance to the weather forecaster of the future.
Une feature of high pressure systems still appears puzzling. The
circulation and the general behavior of these systems seems to justify
dealing with them as units in their own right, not as just the areas between low pressure systems. The high pressure system lias a history
and a persistente which gives it a real identity. Whether this can
he explained mechanically, or whether the centers of high pressure forni
the nadei of some sort of yet undefined orgone energy system remitis
to be seen. Possibly the high pressure system derives its identity and
integrity from a relation to a single orgone stream. 1.ow pressure systems, it urdi he shown, occur with convergence of two superimposing
streams. High pressure centers show on the weather map as those arcas
at which orgone energy initially appears in the atmosphere, centers
of lowest orgonotic charge, from which the energy must move in traveling
higher charge.
Low-Pressure NVeather
it is olear from the above tliscussiora of high-pressure weather that
low-pressure weather develops in regions of high orgonotic charge.
kround a center of high energy, pressure falis, moisture and winds
converge, air ascends, air temperatures aloft rise, wind speeds increase, and clouds and precipitation form. As long as energy is added
faster than it is lost, the pressure decreases, and associated weather
inereases. Systems absorbing OR faster than they lose mechanical ar
heat energy have a positive on metabolism, and are growing. When the
rate of loss exceeds the rate of absorption the on metabolism is nega-
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tire, and the system is in the declining phase. This is true of ali oit
systems, low pressure weather regions affording only one example. Low
pressure systems of positive ou metabolisin are increasing in strength,
their balance of energy growing; falling pressure, rising winds, and a
growing arca of clouds and weather are therefore to be expected. In
addition, systems of positive metabolisrn show a decreasing rate of
west-east movement of the center, due to absorption of energy from
the general west-east on flow. They often also show a poleward dcflection in their path.
Low-pressure systems of negative ou metabolism are losing strength
their balance of energy falling. Pressure at their center will rise, winds
and weather subside, and the center itself will accelerate from west
to east.
Sizc of OR Weather Systems
The size, strength, and duration of a given weather system is
limited by its capacity levei, the maximum amount of on it can bold.
Surrounding on conditions set a maximum on each system's development which is probably a function of the ou gradient in the region, anil
as such is inflnenced greatly by the proximity and strength of other
centers. The capacity levei of a system depends on other factors too.
perhaps including the relation of the system to cosmic orgone streams.
Tornadoes ~st acquire their tremendous energies by tapping these
cosmic energy sources directly.
gradient formed with respect to a strong
In general, a strong
on system will inhibit the growth of other systems in the region. k
new center must be strong enough to draw energy against the existing
energy gradient. New centers, therefore. tend to forro at a distante
fruir' existing centers which depends on their strength.
Winter conditions tend to favor development of deep, enduring na
systems dominating large parts of the temperate zone of the earth's
surface. Winter conditions seem to increase the capacity levei of
cyclonic ( high ou, low pressure) systems in temperate regions. Strong
OR gradients and strong circulation are the rale. In summer, large cyclonic storms form and move further poleward. The oa gradient tends
tn break down, especially over large continental areas in the temperate zone. Much moisture rnay be present in the air despite the
weak over-all na gradient, since strong systems are not drawing it
Smail local OR systems then have a chance to develop. Weak, variable
cireulation, changeable winds, and local shower conditions typify
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su-called summer "air mass" weather. Violent local storms, including
thunderstorms and tornadoes, develop in these conditions on occasion.
The relativo duration of these sanail ou systems is only a fraction of
the large systems typical of winter, though at maximum strength a
small system forms by far the most violent of ali storms, the tornado.
The marked differences in summer and winter conditions would
suem to c_all for different techniques of weather control.
Superimposition, Fronts, and Cyclagenests
The concept of the superimpositicm of two (or more) orgone
streams plays a major role in understanding weather development.
In his book COSMIC SVPERIMPOSMON, Reich has demonstrated the role
superimposition plays in hurricanes. lis importance in more usual
forms of cyclonie actixity has now to be demonstrated.•
Weather "fronts" are narrow zones through which the properties
of the atmosphere change abruptly. Sharp changes in temperature
and humidity and a discontinuotas change in wind direction are the
usual índices of a front's presence. Cyclones frequently form along
such fronts. Their growth is called cyclogenesis. Figure 1 shows a
sketch of an idealized cyclonic storm development. The sequence
shown is in accord with that given in a standard text of meteorology. 1 *
lnterpreting Figure 1 in terms of orgone functions:
A. Diagram A shows two atinosplicric iergone streams, separatcd by a st:efrom_ Each stream ha,, its own wind direction, temperature, and
properties.
H. A center aí high 014 charge is heginning to develop at the front. An int
',stern with positive metaholisin is forming around this center. Energy from [with
+treanis will flow trato the center. Pressure is heginning to fali at the center dile
to convergente of the superimposing 011 stremnis.
C. Distinet 014 system has fonned, with low pressurc reli at center. Counterclockwise winds develuping. Front inoves with winds, coid air replacing warni west
aí center (cold front sector) and warin replaeing cold east of center (warrn front
sector). The cold front moves fa.ster than the wann, decreasing the arca of wenn
air ao the surface, Precipitation increases greatly in the system. The on streams
inove ahead aí the fronte now, the frontal inovements depending on the actual mos I..
mem of air, whieh higs hehind the frei-mosing streams of energy,
D. Events of C inerease in scope. liapid falis in pr..ssure slunv high positke
uri inetabolism. Wind velocities increase, as does precipitation. The west to east
nrneress cif the storm siows down as lhe system deepens, showing ahsorption of on
from general west-east flow ( which governa movement of the system as a whole).
Cold front cutching up tu warin front near center.
lionart
iuuishrre

"Cyclone" is the eorrect torro for all atmospherie disturbances involving cin.-dation
alnnit a center of low pressure. It should not he canfused with the tornado. a
hrief, severe local cyclonic storm.
"Petterssen, S. Weather Anairisis and Foreruting, McCraw Hill, New York, 1940.
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E. System is approaching its lowest pri$stire. The on inetabolisin, still positive, begins to. decrea.se. Vast cyclonic circulation. Winds and precipitation nov.,
ruend over thousands of square !Mies. Faster moving cold front has caught up
silth warin front, occluding it for a largo distance froco the center. The two 011
streams probably now show a well-developed spiral structure. Properties of air
change much less across the occluded front, which no longer separates distinct air
nassas. hut two parts of the one (northern) air mass which lias "caught up with
itself." Southern air mass is aloft, above the northern. Frontolysis, ar decline of
weather front, occurs.
F. Cyclone now lias negativa metabolism. Pressure is rising at center since
the storm loba; heat faster than OR action replaces it. Stonn center accelerates to
east, falling into normal west-east ou flow. Front no longer distinct within the
system, but re-forms to the south. Mueh wind, precipitation still in storm center.
The spiraling vR streams probably are now fused.
The general function of superimposition as illustrated by Reich in
the analysis of a spiral nebula is shown in Figure 2. The relevance
of this diagram to the events of Figure 1 is evident. The 'dedicai
underlying event is easily pictured as responsible for the cyclone and
the nebula.
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FICURE 1. DEVELOPMENT AND DECLINE OF A NORTHERN RE2.118PHERE FRONTAL.
WAVE 1't PECYCLONE. (CYCLOGENESIS AND CYCLOLYSIS)

ru.uste 2.

A DRAW/NG SHOWING THE DIRECTION OF FLOW OF MICOSE ENERCY STREAM!
IN ~MAR SUPERamposrnoN. (From COSMIC. SUPERIMPOSITION, page 68)

Though taken froco a photograph of a galaxy, Figure 2 pictures
the essential fora% of the creative function in nature operating in
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free space. Figure 1, using the special fona of expression of the
meteorologist, shows a particular variation of this function operating
in the earth's atmosphere. The dynamic geometry of the cyclone and
the nebula is similar in every essential.
A major mystery that the superimposition function may shed light
on is the relation of pressure to wind direction. Winds blow counterclockwise about cyclonic (low pressure) systems in this hemisphere.
In the Southern Hemisphere the opposite is true.
The tratlitional explanation of this circuiation is that it is a consequence of the earth's rotation. That part of the velocity of the
earth's surface which is due to the earth's rotation on its axis increases
from zero at the poles to more than a thousand miles per hour at the
equator. Air moving toward the equator will tend to he going slower
than the surface over which it moves, and air moving toward the
potes will tend to he going faster than the surface over which it
moves. Thus air currents moving toward the equator are deftected
westwarcl, those moving toward the poles, eastward.
Low pressure systems, with winds converging toward their center.
receive an eastward deflection on their equatorial side. where the pressure center draws winds toward the potes. They receive a westward
deflection on their poleward side, where the low pressure center is
drawing their winds toward the equator. This leads towards a comiterclockwise direction of spin in the Northern Hemisphere, a clockwise direction in the Southern. Diverging high pressure systems, hy
the same logic, are led to spin in directions opposite to these in the
two hemispheres.
The effect, though in the right direction, is rather slight except
for large systems in high latitudes. It is questionable whether it can
account for the direction of spin of a storm as a hurricane, which is
of small size, and originates in low latitudes. It is especially ques
tionable when it is realized that much larger effects of similar type are
predicted on the hasis of mechanical laws, yet are notoriously ahsent
in practice. For example, when an air mass moving at the same speed
as the earth's surface at 60 degrees latitude moves south to 45 degrees
latitude, it should, according to mechanical physical laws, develop
a velocity relative to the earth's surface of more than 350 miles per
hour from east to west, less the effect of friction.' Every weather fere• This figure °Manei from the law of conservation of angular tnomentum, which
applies to revoiving nla!iSCS. The angular velocity of revolution is inversely proportional to the distante from the revolving mass to its center of revoiution. In this
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easter knows from experience, however, that such an effect is totally
ahsent in actual weather conditions. Polar air aliasses frequently move
south from Canada this distante or more, and not only do they fail to
inove from east to wè.Z4t at high velocity, they do not move east to west
at all, but regularly move from west to east.
The fact is that the accepted physics of the atmosphere is exceedinely complex, and for from complete. Its expIanatory value occnrs
hy virtue of a selection of laws and principies which come out with
results in accord with observed effects, and disregard of those like
the one above which contradict experience.
I cannot "prove" mathematically that the earth's rotation is not
the real cause of the observed directions of spin of pressure eenters.
1 can only state my conviction, based on nearly three years experience
as a weather forecaster, that this is not the true reason. The tendencv
is too small, and other, greater effects that should appear when part
of the atmosphere changes latitude are not observed.
The Galactie Orgone Stream
Reich suggests in Cossne SUPERIMPOSMON that the direction of
winds about a hurricane derive from superimposition of west-east
"equatorial" and southwest-northeast "galactic" orgone streams. Reich
deduced the existente and direction of the galactic stream largely from
observations of the aurora borealis. He !ater considered the location
and manner of development of a series of cyclonic storms, observed in
connection with eloucibusting operations, to be a confirmation of these
conelusions. (Com, Volume 6, pp. 91-104). Sino not only hurricanes but ali cyclonic storms follow the same rotational law, the explanation of the direction of spin of the hurricane should apply to other
cyclones as well.
I have been unable to foi!~ the line of reasoning by ineans of
which Reich deduced the presence of the galactic orgone stream, or
to understand how this stream is thought to move in free space and
in the earth's atmosphere. In consequence, I have been unable to comprehend the problem of the direction of spin of cyclones in terms of
the reasoning Reich advanced.
Superirnposition Reconsidered
In galactic superimposition, the arms of the galaxy, representing
case a point on the earth's axis. The square of this radius doubles in going froin
60 to 45 degrees latitude, thcrefore the angular velocity must be reduced by half.
Au air mass with half the angular velocity of the earth's surface at 45 degrees
latitude is moving east tu west about 360 miles per how.
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two orgone streams, both lie 17► ar nearly in the same plane. The two
streams converge and rotate about an axis perpendicular to the gaiactie
plane.
Tw•o orgone streams moving tbrough space which are attracted to
each other and converge toward a comrnon center, define a single
plane by virtue of their twa directions at the point of convergenee.
Let us cal] this plane the galactic plane of superimposition, These
strearns will each rotate about a central axis perpendicular to the plane
of superimposition which we may cal] the axis of superimposition. The
flow about the axis will be markedly symmetrical with respect to the•
plane of superimposition.
The intersection of the plane of superimposition and the axis ai
superimposition marks the center of the system, its point af comergeme, Creative activity centers about the point of convergente, and
evtends out from it along the arras of the twa streams.
It seems reasonable to assume that sub-systems within the galasy
arise by a process similar to that by which the whole is bom. Parts
of the two parent streams superimpase, defining at their point cif convergence a plane of superimposition, and rotating about an axis of
superimposition. The directions of the two parent streams define
the planes of superimposition of primary and subsystems alike.
mary systems and subsystems would tend to lie in the same plane. and
to rotate in the same direction. Reversal in direction of rotation of
subsystem would be possible, however, especially after diversion of a
portion af the streams into a norma), rotating subsystem. Figtuir 3
íllustrates formation aí a primary system and several sub-systems. Twa
of these subsystems are rotating in a direction opposite to the primaQ
svstern and the remaining subsystems. (The primary galactic system
is actualiv known by the sature and densa.), nf its material stib-systems.
The stars, planets. and moons can be regarded as gaIactic sob-systems in such an arrangement. Follouing this line of reasoning, the fol.
lowing postulates are suggested, in accordance with Reich's basic hypothesis:
1. Our galaxy is formed from twa vast superimposing streams.
the galactie plane being tile plane of superimposition formei] in
consequente of their two directions in space in the region of 4.1)11.
vergence.
2. The solar system is a sub-system with respect to the gala.—
i.e., is formed of the same parent streams. The plane of supi m-
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SUPERIMPOSITION, SHOW1NC CillCULATION OF A VEW 01+ THE LARGET1
SUB-SYSTEMS. DOTTED UNES ENCLOSE SUE-SYSTEMS WITH
ANOMOLOUS CTRCULATION,

position of the solar system is defined by the solar equator, and
the orbits cif the planets.
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3. The earth is a sub-system to the sun. The plane of superithposition is the equator, the axis of superimposition the poles. .kecording to this view, both cosmic orgone streams are in the equatorial plane—cgr, more aecurately, the equatorial plane is a musequenee of the directions cif the twa orgone streams at the imita
where they ineet, the two directions defining a single plane.
4. The moon is a sub-system relative to the earth, formes] from
another superimposition of the same cosmic streams.

The approximate correspondente between the equatorial planes
of sun and planets, the planes of revolution of the planets and planetary
satellites, and the planes of rotation and revolution of planetary satelfites, is consistent with the concept that each hody has breu created
by a superimposition of the sarne two cosmic streams.
Superirnposition and Wind Direction
To return now to the problem of wind direction and pressure centers. Low pressure systems have beco explained as a consequence ot
superimposition. The direction of rotation of these systems in buth
hernispheres is in accord with the basic direetion of superimposition
throughout the solar system—i.e, counterclockwise when viewed fnmi
the north, clockwise when viewed from the south. The cyclone rotates in essentially the sarne direction as the earth rutates, as can he
seen by projecting the system unto the equatorial plane. Cyckmes tina
rotate in the same direetion in both hernispheres, but appear to rotate
in opposite directions because the earth's surface curves aeross tia
plane of superimposition at the equator. What is counterclock-wise
rotation from une side becomes dockwise from the other.
Tilt of Planes of SuperOnposition
1k this concept of superimposition is true, it leaves unexplained the
angles varinos planes of superimposition make with each other. The
earth's equator is tilted strongly to the galactic plane (621, and appreciably to the ecliptic (23.51, while the solar equator is tilted
with respect to the plane of the ecliptic (7 0 ). The planes of axial rotation
and orbital revolution of the other planets and of their satellites abo express their special deviations from the general plane of the solar sy5tem, however we choose to define this plane.
If the sun and each planet and moon arose from a separate superimposition of the same twa cosmie OR streams, and the equatorial plaue
of caris of these bodies is their plane of superimposition, it seerrm ta
indicate a curvature out of the general plane by at least one of the
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streams. No attempt will be made bete to work out the spatial
tr,eatnetry involved in such a curvature.
Study of cosmic superimposition will greatly enrich our knowledge of other natural processes in which superimposition is involved.
This promises to rnultiply our knowledge of the estire universe, from
the sub-microseopic to the extra-galactic. Mechanistic seience has for
dee-odes moved in the direction of diversity and specialization. With
iteich's discovery of the creative process in nature, ennhodieci in orgone
functions, the directiva of scienee again turns toward the general, the
fundamental. The same creative process is at work forming atum, earth
and star, plant and organism, cyclone and nehula. The laws of orQonotic functioning are basic to everv natural science. The natural scientist of the future will finei them to be the very foundations cif man's
knowledge of the worid he lives in.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão bastante
difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em forma
de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia de 1941 a
1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-los por
assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich e seus
colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola nossas
possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Textos da área da Orgonomia Física.
Texts from the area of Physical Orgonomy.
---------------------International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research
----------------Orgone Physics
----------------01 Wilhelm Reich. Thermical and Electroscopical Orgonometry 1941
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Number 1 1944
Interval 6-21 Pag. 1-16
02 Wilhelm Reich. Orgonotic Pulsation I 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 1-54 Pag. 97-150
03 Notes. The Orgone Energy Early Scientific Literature 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 95-101 Pag. 191-197
04 Wilhelm Reich. Orgone Biophysics, Mechanistic Science and Atomic Energy 1945

International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Numbers 2 3 1945
Interval 3-6 Pag. 129-132
05 Wilhelm Reich. Experimental Demonstration of Physical Orgone Energy 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Numbers 2 3 1945
Interval 7-24 Pag. 133-146
06 Notes Editorial. Is the Orgone Atomic Energy? 1945
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 4 Numbers 2 3 1945
Interval 80-81 Pag. 202-202
--------------------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
------------------------------Orgone Physics
------------------------01 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Light Functions 1942-1944
McF 208 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1949
Interval 5-7 Pag. 3-6
02 Wilhelm Reich A Motor Forece in Orgone Energy 1947
McF 208 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1949
Interval 7-9 Pag. 7-11
03 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Light Functions II 1947
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
Interval 2-4 Pag. 49-51
04 R. H. Atkin. The Second Law of Thermodinamics and the Orgone accumator 1947
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
Interval 5-9 Pag. 52-60
05 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Light Functions III 1948
McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949
Interval 3-4 Pag. 97-99
06 Alexander Lowen. The Impressionists and Orgone Energy 1949
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949
Interval 16-23 Pag. 169-183
07 Notes of the Orgone Energy Observatory 1950
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950
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